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Fighting infections HL 138

• Diagnosis and treatment
• Prevention and control

– Vaccination
– Community control

• Surveillance
• Information systems
• Training and education



Lessons from the past:
 Pandemic Influenza A

• The virus changes over time
• Epidemics occur rapidly
• Herd immunity important
• Vaccination comes later!
• Diagnosis (+ surveillance) and treatment

is in the community



Influenza – 1918 Ontario p6



Influenza in the UK since 1900

1918-19 H1N1 “Spanish” Flu Pandemic. 200,000 deaths (20-
40 million worldwide)

1933 Influenza A virus discovered
1957-58 H2N2 “Asian” Flu pandemic 37,500 deaths
1968-69 & 1969-70 H3N2 “Hong Kong” Flu pandemics

78,000 deaths
1977 Re-emergence of H1NI
1989 Re-emergence of H3N2 (last “epidemic” year). 30,000

deaths (In Wales 1,627 deaths among an estimated
464,000 cases)



Influenza - deaths:

H3N278,0001968/70

SubtypeExcess DeathsYears

H3N2*29,1691989

H2N237,5001957/58

H1N1198,0001918/19

*Ashley J, Smith T, Dunnell K. Population Trends 1991;65:16-20.



Influenza:
Complications in 1989 epidemic

1605.8Hospital
admission

5,960219.3Pneumonia
& Bronchitis

Total
/DGH

catchment

Rate
/1000 cases

Complications*

*Connolly AM, Salmon RL, Lervy B, Williams DH. BMJ 1993;306:1452-4



Re-emergent H2N2 (Asian) bigger
threat than H5N1 (Avian)?



Influenza: Wake up call?

•A new influenza A virus has emerged (avian
influenza H5N1)
•It has transferred to human beings with virulence
•Limited and inefficient person to person
transmission is described
Oxford JS. TLID 2005;5:129-131

DH have issued the “UK Influenza Pandemic
Contingency Plan”



Influenza: What is it usually like?
•Fever,
•Muscle aches,
•Upper respiratory tract symptoms
•Prostration
lasting 3-4 days
•then cough, lassitude and malaise during a recovery
lasting 1-2 weeks

Nicholson KG. Human influenza: in in Nicholson KG, Webster RG,
Hay AJ eds. Influenza. Oxford 1998. Blackwell



Diagnosis and treatment

Who does what?
Some truisms
• In a crisis people revert to acting in role

• Treatment in the community is best done by 
people who do treatment in the community

• The key resource is the NHS 
(particularly Primary Care)



Prevention and control
Community control 1

• Spot and confirm promptly – primary care
& surveillance
– Identify novel HN type in human [PCR]
– +/- GP reports >25/100,000 (seasonal activity)

• Get information out
– NPHS/HPA establish (Public Health Incident

Response Team)
–  communicate by phone to partners identified in

communication cascade



Surveillance
GP sentinel surveillance – Wales
• Started in 1986
• Volunteer sample of 30 general

practices in Wales
• Covers 6% of population of Wales
• Weekly paper-based reporting

– age, sex, disease, practice, week
– measles, mumps, rubella, shingles, chicken pox,

bloody diarrhoea, influenza

• Feedback by weekly news-sheet



Sentinel GP
scheme newsletters



Interpreting sentinel GP data using laboratory data
– influenza, 1993-2000

GP Sentinal Surveillance Weekly Flu Rates
(rate per 100,000 practice population)
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GP sentinel surveillance scheme:
Influenza A H3 N2: Wales 1989
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Prevention and control
Community control 2

• Get treatment out within first 48 hours:
neuraminidase inhibitors
– Who gets it
– Wholesalers distribution
– Where is the stockpile

• Population movements:
– Isolation – civil order

• Schools, supermarkets,

– Ambulance drivers, police, health care staff, teachers



Antiviral
treatment

Neuraminidase
inhibitors
reduce
mortality by 29%
(Taiwan: 5yr)

Amantadine has
similar efficacy
(cheap,
?resistance)



Prevention and control
Community control 3

• Community care
– NHS direct
– GPs
– A&E

• Handling deaths
– Kills people not expected to die
– Managing the dying and their NoK

• Body storage
• Crematoria



Prevention and control
Vaccination

• Maintain stocks & rates against current strains
– “Routine” winter vaccination does not include

pandemic strain

• 3-6 months to develop/produce novel vaccine
– Ensure manufacturers communicate with DH

• Will mitigate secondary wave effects between
pandemic waves



Information systems

• Get the information out to those in front
line who need to know what is happening

• Ensure primary care know targets etc are
suspended

• Hospitals warned to ensure beds cleared
and staff sickness allowed for

• Link with pharmacy wholesale distributors
• Keep the media updated to avoid panic



Training and education

• Reinforce what is already done well



Influenza

• A Flu Pandemic will occur EVERYWHERE
• Service must come into action to manage it

– There won’t be a vaccine
– The key resources - the NHS - must be mobilised

effectively
– There are treatments (notably Oseltamivir - the UK has

purchased 14.6 million doses to arrive between August
2005 and December 2006 – and Amantadine).

• Disruption will occur
– Historically, wholesale dislocation did not occur

• No amount of preventive activity will PREVENT this
happening

• Are daily data returns to Ministers are futile?


